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Paul Rutter

WORKING IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

This book was devised for those who are considering a career in the music or 
interconnected entertainment industries; they may wish to gain understanding 
concerning the greater complexities of the music industry, or simply explore a 
small section of it. This introduction discusses the broad principles of working in 
this entertainment sector and will discuss common working principles, coupled 
with relevant important personal attributes required to embark on a career in the 
music industry.

From the outset, it should be pointed out that the vast majority of jobs available in 
connection with music are executed in a freelance manner; specifically, the per-
sons carrying out the tasks are largely self-employed individuals providing services 
to music. Many of these freelance roles have evolved as a result of individuals 
starting out on a small-scale basis and subsequently building reputation and use-
fulness through a particular service offered to the music industry, thus incremen-
tally increasing industry status and income as a result. Alternatively, there are those 
who may have resigned from a full-time music industry post but have stayed within 
their specialism or service, using the knowledge and contacts they have built up, 
and later progressed to work as a ‘freelancer’. If a musician signs a recording or 
publishing agreement and collects an advance or earns money from a manager 
or music company – they would still fit in the freelance business trading model. 
Setting up as a ‘freelancer’ and trading legally as a music industry professional, is 
covered later in this book; the ‘freelance’ working model should be carefully con-
sidered and observed, as this may require a certain measure of entrepreneurship. 
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Full-time occupations in the music industry, whereby a regular monthly salary is 
provided on a long-term or permanent contract, have become less common as 
a whole. Full-time employment is far more likely when working for larger music 
companies that inhabit capital cities and larger office spaces – hence there are 
many more job applications sent into these companies than there are available 
posts. With electronic communication, there are roles that would permit working 
outside capital cities, but many roles in the music industry are dependent on its 
workers being connected directly with it physically – so in the UK, London remains 
the largest hub of music industry activity. Finding full-time jobs in connection with 
the music industry is difficult, but there are alternatives; for instance, working in 
music administration in a music publishing company or perhaps working for a sig-
nificant music society or association, would afford a more regular work pattern and 
therefore facilitate a range of full-time posts. These suggested areas are covered 
throughout this book.

Regular working hours and salaries should not be confused with job security in 
the music industry; volatile, shifting markets, new media trends and fickle audi-
ences can render certain job roles defunct in a very short space of time, and 
this is why many music companies only operate using a freelance workforce. 
Sometimes smaller music companies struggle ever to make a profit, become 
financially self-sufficient, or enjoy any form of longevity when embedded in such 
a mercurial industry. Yet there are music companies that manage and own long-
term copyrights and catalogues of music that would appear to sell ad infinitum, 
providing lasting job security for those involved. Companies such as this, with 
solid ‘music earning’ foundations, are far more likely to be the providers of full-
time occupations for those interested in pursuing such routes. There are a far 
greater number of independent and smaller music companies in existence than 
larger ones, so this would naturally dictate that there is more competition and 
demand from persons applying for full-time and allegedly ‘secure’ posts with 
larger music companies. However, the high ratio of numbers of applicants set 
against the number of jobs available should not discourage individuals from 
trying to enter a competitive industry, especially where it is felt that they have 
something unique to offer. Sometimes it is perhaps more a question of how an 
individual can contribute – or what may be brought personally, to an industry 
that is ever seeking new ways to entice music consumers, whether mainstream 
or niche market, in order to survive. There are many other media industries that 
hold glamorous reputations and are also difficult to enter; entering the music 
industry will require persistence, but it is not impossible and there are alternative 
routes. It is often said that happenstance plays a huge part in getting a job in 
the music industry, but if luck occurs one should consider the skills required, in 
order to capitalise on the situation and secure any opportunity. Being in the ‘right 
place at the right time’ is arguably associated with luck, but researching where 
the right place is – and when the best time is to be there – can only happen 
with increased awareness gained through detective work. Many professionals in 
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the industry believe that one should be fully prepared for luck when it presents 
itself; finding out exactly what is required in certain music job roles is crucially 
important, alongside being proactive and professional. Knowing how the whole 
industry functions and is structured will assist crucially and may save much 
time in not pursuing routes that are clearly unsuitable. Researching all music 
industry job roles will help to identify the essential attributes required before 
entering a lengthy pursuit in vain. The importance of networking across ‘com-
partments’ and sectors in this industry cannot be understated (see Figure 1.1 
on page 8); the vast majority of industry personnel who have had successful 
careers in this industry reflect on how their ‘networking’ abilities and opportu-
nities afforded such careers. LinkedIn provides a useful digital connection and 
liaison tool for music career and network builders, both new and established 
(www.linkedin.com). Different types of music and media entertainment industry 
job roles can be identified using music industry year book subscription directo-
ries, such as Music Week Directory, or online music job description searches 
(www.musicweek.com). It is advisable to look closely at the vast range of sup-
porting roles available within the music and entertainment industries and iden-
tify those that may hold alternative interest, e.g. perhaps roles within the live 
music industry sector. The wider entertainment event industries may be research ed 
using such established publications as The White Book (www.whitebook.co.uk) 
or media industries and production intelligence via The Knowledge (www. 
theknowledgeonline.com). Many individuals place great expectation on what the 
music industry has to offer, but managing this expectation and being aware of 
the realities and actualities are crucially important when venturing into it to save 
time and unnecessary financial investment.

AN IRREGULAR OCCUPATION

It should be established at the outset that roles carried out in the music indus-
try and their connected freelance occupations do not fall within regular day-
time hours; the message from music industry employers and moguls is clear: if  
you want a job, go and get a job; working in the music industry is not a job – it is 
a lifestyle.

When we observe the roots of music creation – how, when and where music is 
made and performed – it can be seen that this practice does not usually fall into 
‘regular daytime hours’. Known as ‘night owl’ occupations, most songwriters, 
musicians and producers create and record music late into the evenings, work-
ing either in home or commercial studios. Couple this with the reality that most 
live music is performed in the evening, and cocooned around this is an industry  
support network supporting these occurrences and events, and it will therefore 
follow that the hours worked will be irregular, to a greater degree. However, pub-
lishing or administration of music presents a more regular pattern of daytime  
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working (e.g. working within a music law firm), as this is when most verbal business  
communication has to take place. Yet electronic communication has opened 
up these boundaries to permit more flexible working patterns across a range of 
music businesses and enterprises. Persons wishing to enter the music industry 
should expect the unexpected and the irregular, being prepared to work whatever 
hours might be needed, to get the job done. Often, getting the job done may take 
much longer than expected, especially when working away ‘on tour’ – and that 
does not always mean getting paid for the extra hours worked. In many areas of 
the music industry there are sometimes few guarantees of remuneration, success 
or longevity. Some music companies offer a chance to experience the music 
industry through ‘work placement’ opportunities – often this is unpaid work but 
can open doors and more importantly create valuable associations. With such 
job insecurity, irregularity and a distinct lack of stability, why do so many young 
people wish to be employed in connection with music? The answer is difficult to 
fathom, but there are many who wish to make their hobby their lifetime occupa-
tion and it could be argued that for many, this is a ‘young person’s sport’. After 
around thirteen years of often traditional education subjects (that is, from the 
ages of five to eighteen), young individuals with an interest in music and the arts 
often want diversification in their career path, away from less fulfilling occupations. 
Music is a magnet that fascinates and draws people to it, and for many, the music 
industry promises a lifestyle outside the norm. The industry attraction begins with 
fascination in the end product most of the time – the music artefact – or perhaps 
just being associated with music, successful artists or performances. The num-
ber of existent music occupations are vast; from music creators and performers, 
through to exploitation structures that bring music to audience, held in unison 
with peripheral support industries that service these structures, such as concert 
event audience security or catering. Can a security official working ‘stage front’ 
at the UK’s Glastonbury Festival be classified as a music industry employee? 
Some may argue not, but service industries such as these can be so closely 
connected to the music industry that they often provide an invaluable insight 
into concert event logistics on a grand scale. This scenario highlights the seem-
ingly ‘hidden roles’ that are needed in and around music; these essential support 
industries can yield unexpected employment opportunities. When investigating 
occupations, roles and responsibilities, it is worthwhile exploring the ubiquitous 
essential requirements in order to service and support music, just as the artist 
or performer is also a servant to their audience. It is far easier to understand the 
industry when segmented into separate core areas, from the live music industry 
sector and recorded music sectors, managing and publishing music, through 
to music media, promotion and public relations. Through this model, it is possi-
ble to research what the industry has to offer in its key sectors, clarifying where 
the different job roles exist, the connections that exist between them and the  
responsibilities that individuals face.
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As the music industry is increasingly reliant on a growing range of digital technolo-
gies and the margins of the sector are ever expanding, how far to step outside the 
core area of music is for the individual to decide, when considering employment  
opportunities. The music industry resides in the wider entertainment industry, which 
has even further boundaries; for many, working in the entertainment industry and 
retaining strong connections with music is preferable to working in an industry not 
connected with music at all. In forging an industry career, it is helpful if some mis-
conceptions can be addressed at the outset, in consideration of which I offer the 
following summaries:

 • The vast majority of music and entertainment industry roles operate and 
exist within a self-employed, freelance structure.

 • Competition for full- or part-time industry employment is usually high, 
regardless of any financial incentive – this includes simple unpaid support 
roles or work experience opportunities.

 • It is important to understand the way in which industry roles fit together, 
how peripheral services to the music industry manifest themselves and 
exist, in order to trace new employment opportunities.

 • Being proactive and developing good personal communication skills are 
essential attributes.

 • Few music industry posts are actually advertised in regional or national 
press, so researching the work and output of music companies with one’s 
employment aims and objectives in mind is paramount.

 • Tenacity, perseverance and ‘networking’ skills are essential – for those 
who are not easily discouraged by a highly competitive industry where 
rejection is commonplace.

 • The music ‘venturist’ will adopt an entrepreneurial approach, choosing not 
to wait for employment opportunities to arrive, but will forge their own 
independent pathway.

 • For many, a music career may form income in part, but not in whole – the 
idea of full-time occupation in music may not always be realised; being a 
part-time music industry freelancer can be a rewarding experience and 
lead to new opportunities.

 • Registering with music industry publication email job alerts and recruit-
ment agencies that specialise in music and entertainment media recruit-
ment in the UK, such as Music Week (www.musicweek.com) or Handle 
Recruitment (www.handle.co.uk), will reveal jobs containing a ‘person 
specification’, which will demonstrate to the individual the personal attrib-
utes that are required and also the skills that the industry is looking for.
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LEARNING MORE ABOUT THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

There are a growing number of books available on the music industry, but this 
number is relatively small in comparison to, say, the amount of books written on 
advertising. Many of these music publications are derived from the US industry; 
understandably, this is due to historical reasons and a more developed busi-
ness model originating in North America, where the music industry flourished 
after the turn of the nineteenth century. There are a smaller number of publica-
tions that have been produced in the UK. The focus of these publications varies 
and most do not deconstruct the whole industry, but focus on author special-
isms, such as music law, music promotion or solely the recorded music sector. 
Monetising music through live performance is the first incarnation of the music 
industry, yet this profitable arena is often overlooked in preference of the recorded 
music industry sector, even by major analysts. This book offers segmentation 
of the music industry, acknowledging concepts and areas connected to music 
that often are not highlighted. The relevance of many of these industry segments 
serves as an introduction to new areas for further investigation beyond pure roles 
and responsibilities, such as the cultural value of the industry to a worldwide 
consumer audience. The music industry is considered a ‘moving target’, due 
to shifting economies in recorded music sales as a direct result of new media 
technologies and the consumer response. This revolution forced changes in how 
the industry perceived itself throughout the early 2000s. Despite changes that 
are centred on the value of recorded music, there are many core constructs that 
remain unchanged. Making and discovering exciting new music, and recording, 
performing or playing it to a live audience, remain key driving forces that lie at the 
roots of an industry that attracts an ever-increasing infrastructure of personnel 
that wish to make a living from it.

MUSIC INDUSTRY EDUCATION

Music industry education is still a relatively new concept, even in the developed 
music industry areas of North America, the UK and Europe. Although courses 
have existed globally for many years teaching music performance, the origins of 
this largely concerns classical music. Musicians have been taught how to play 
instruments for centuries, yet little was taught about how they would make a liv-
ing from those skills – in the classical domain it would be hoped that good play-
ers would secure employment in an orchestra perhaps. Subsequent emerging 
music courses in jazz and popular music have highlighted a need for increased 
knowledge concerning the industry that surrounds it, so commercial music indus-
try study modules were integrated into these courses over time. In the UK the 
growth of music production courses at the end of the 1990s, known as ‘music 
technology’ programmes, also gave rise to the need for more supporting music 
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industry knowledge. As a result, the mid-2000s saw universities developing whole 
commercial music courses with a mix of either performance or music produc-
tion and music industry modules of study. Musicians, performers and producer- 
musicians are now drawn to a wide range of full- and part-time courses that offer 
post-16 students the opportunity to learn about the commercial music industry. 
At higher education level, there are courses that are designed to allow students to 
specialise purely in the study of the music industry. In the UK, searching for these 
courses is relatively simple; at higher education level, searching the Universities 
and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS) website reveals a wide range of music 
courses that will include music industry study modules (www.ucas.com). For 
post-16-year-olds in further education, searching local colleges will reveal music 
courses usually with some music industry coverage included; vocational music 
qualifications such as Business and Technology Education Council (BTEC) pro-
grammes often include music industry study modules within courses (http:// 
qualifications.pearson.com). Through these music programmes there is an increased 
awareness of music industry constructs, encouraging young people to seek out fur-
ther opportunities in these spheres. Courses such as these can enlighten potential 
job applicants, assisting in their understanding of appropriate career pathways or 
inspiring some to study at higher education level in related subject areas. Many 
questions surround whether music industry education and qualifications are a pre-
requisite when trying to secure work within the industry; but from a music industry 
employers’ perspective, the question to ask would be, Who is the most fitting appli-
cant for the post? This not only involves education, but a range of skills, experience 
and personality. Given that before the 2000s there was little music industry edu-
cation to be found, the existing opportunities available today (allowing persons to 
forge a learned pathway in and around music) supersedes the singular experiential 
learning model of the past – that is, solely by asking those in industry how it worked.

COMPARTMENTALISING THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

In order to clarify what this industry consists of and to conclude this introduction, 
it would be worthwhile considering the compartmentalisation of the music industry 
and its key sectors. There are many complex diagrams, workflow charts and dia-
grammatic illustrations in existence that create visual representations of the music 
industry, with the intention of making this industry easier to understand (www. 
prsformusic.com). Although valuable, many new music industry learners criticise the 
complexity of these models, as many are over-complex and confusing. However, 
there is a simpler way to visualise and map the music industry, its core and intercon-
nected parts. In its simplest form, the ancient prehistoric monument of Stonehenge 
offers a useful ‘visualisation’; imagine two large pillars with a bar section resting on 
top, each pillar representing two monumental economies in music – the Live Music 
Industry sector and the Recorded Music Industry sector. The bar section over the 
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top represents music creatives, music performance or music venturists, the essen-
tial creative catalysts that feed each pillar or each primary sector economy, live and/
or recorded music (see Figure 1.1). This simple model could be applied to music 
industries in each developed world territory.

In expansion, Figure 1.2 provides a more detailed overview of what appears to 
be an ever-increasingly complex and connected arrangement of compartments, 
structures and activities. In other developed music industry global territories, 
particularly the majority that recognise copyright law, there will be many simi-
larities, although the main changes are apparent in the names of some of the 
individual territories’ royalty collection societies and systems. The principles of 
this construct remain largely the same and could be mapped to another terri-
tory, e.g. the USA. This book will discuss industry ‘compartments’ and examine 
many of the key roles that interconnect in demonstration of the music industry 
infrastructure.

FIGURE 1.1
Simplifying the music industry construct
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FIGURE 1.2
Compartmentalisation of the music industry
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